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Abstract
We investigate invertible matrices over finite additively idempotent
semirings. The main result provides a criterion for the invertibility of
such matrices. We also give a construction of the inverse matrix and a
formula for the number of invertible matrices.
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1 Introduction
Monico, Maze, and Rosenthal generalized in [10] the Diffie-Hellman protocol,
which is used in public-key cryptography, by using arbitrary semigroup actions
instead of the group exponentiation. Some of the proposed actions involve
matrices over proper finite simple semirings with zero. Monico showed in [11]
that these semirings are additively idempotent and Zumbra¨gel presented in [16]
a characterization of these semirings, which can be formulated by residuated
mappings of finite lattices. When matrices are used for cryptographic purposes,
the principal questions arise how to easily decide whether a matrix is invertible
and, if so, how to compute the inverse matrix. For matrices over fields the
answers are well-known: A matrix over a field is invertible iff its determinant
is nonzero, and the inverse of an invertible matrix can be computed, e.g., with
the help of Gauss-Jordan elimination. A similar useful criterion for invertible
matrices over arbitrary semirings is not known in general. There are results
for invertible matrices over boolean algebras [9, 12, 14]. Furthermore, there
exist generalizations to matrices over certain ordered algebraic structures [2],
and there are results for matrices over Brouwerian lattices [15] and distributive
lattices [5]. Also for matrices over certain commutative semirings some results
are known [4, 13].
This work has been supported by Science Foundation Ireland under grant no.
08/IN.1/I1950.
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In this paper we present a criterion for invertible matrices over finite addi-
tively idempotent semirings with zero and one. As an important consequence,
for a finite additively idempotent base semiring with irreducible additive semi-
group we get that a matrix is invertible iff it is a generalized permutation matrix.
Besides the criterion, we present a construction for the inverse of an invertible
matrix and a formula for the number of invertible matrices of a given size over
a given semiring. For these results we represent a finite additively idempotent
semiring with zero and one as a semiring of residuated mappings of a finite lat-
tice. The invertibility criterion is then based on a description of automorphisms
of lattices. The results cover the case of invertible matrices over proper finite
simple semirings with zero, which are used in [10].
2 Matrices over additively idempotent semirings
Definition 2.1. Let R be a nonempty set and ` and ¨ two binary operations
on R. Then pR,`, ¨q is called a semiring if pR,`q is a commutative semigroup,
pR, ¨q is a semigroup and the distributive laws r ¨ ps ` tq “ r ¨ s ` r ¨ t and
pr ` sq ¨ t “ r ¨ t ` s ¨ t for all r, s, t P R hold. If a neutral element 0 of the
semigroup pR,`q exists and it satisfies 0 ¨ x “ x ¨ 0 “ 0 for all x P R, then it
is called a zero. If a neutral element 1 of the semigroup pR, ¨q exists, then it
is called a one. A semiring is called a proper semiring if it is not a ring, i.e.,
pR,`q is not a group.
For invertible matrices over semirings we clearly have just to consider semir-
ings with zero and one.
A lattice L “ pL,ďq is an ordered set where for every two elements x, y P L
the supremum x_ y and the infimum x^ y in L exists. L is called complete if
for every subset X Ď L the supremum
Ž
X and the infimum
Ź
X in L exists.
A complete lattice has a greatest element 1L and a least element 0L.
There exists an equivalent definition of lattices as algebras: A lattice is an al-
gebra pL,_,^q, where L is a nonempty set, and _ and ^ are binary, associative,
commutative operations on L, which fulfill the absorption laws x_ px^ yq “ x
and x^ px_ yq “ x for every x, y P L. That these two definitions are equivalent
can be found in [6].
If L and K are complete lattices and a mapping f : L Ñ K fulfills
fp
Ž
Xq “
Ž
fpXq for every subset X Ď L, then f is called residuated (resid-
uated mappings are usually defined more generally for arbitrary ordered sets,
but for complete lattices this definition is sufficient; see [3]). If L and K are
finite then f : LÑ K is residuated iff fpx_ yq “ fpxq _ fpyq for every x, y P L
and fp0Lq “ 0K. By RespLq we denote the set of all residuated mappings from
L to L. The structure pRespLq,_, ˝q, where _ denotes the pointwise supremum
and ˝ the composition of two mappings, is a semiring. Further the mapping
0 : LÑ L, x ÞÑ 0L, is a zero and idL a one of this semiring. More information
about lattices can be found in [1, 6] and about residuated mappings in [3].
If pR,`q is a commutative idempotent semigroup, then pR,ďqwith x ď y :ô
x` y “ y is a semilattice with the supremum operation _ “ `. If pR,`q is
further finite and has a neutral element then pR,ďq is even a lattice (see [1]).
Hence, if pR,`, ¨q is a finite additively idempotent semiring with zero, then
pR,ďq is a lattice. The next proposition shows that one can embed such a
semiring into a semiring of residuated mappings if it has additionally a one.
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Proposition 2.2. Let pR,`, ¨q be a finite additively idempotent semiring with
zero and one, R :“ pR,ďq and
T : RÑ RespRq , r ÞÑ Tr with Tr : x ÞÑ rx .
Then pR,`, ¨q is isomorphic to the subsemiring pT pRq,_, ˝q of pRespRq,_, ˝q.
Proof. Clearly, Tr P RespRq for every r P R and T is a semiring homomorphism
between pR,`, ¨q and pRespRq,_, ˝q. Since pR,`, ¨q has a one 1, we have that
Tr “ Ts implies r “ Trp1q “ Tsp1q “ s for all r, s P R, i.e., T is injective. Hence,
pR,`, ¨q is isomorphic to the subsemiring pT pRq,_, ˝q of pRespRq,_, ˝q.
Next we present the characterization of proper finite simple semirings with
zero by Zumbra¨gel [16], which was in combination with [10] the motivation for
this work.
Definition 2.3. Let A “ pA,F q be an algebra. A congruence on A is an
equivalence relation θ on A with the following property: For every n P N and
every n-ary mapping f P F and elements ai, bi P A with aiθbi for 1 ď i ď n, it
holds that fpa1, ..., anqθfpb1, ..., bnq.
For a homomorphism f : A Ñ B of some algebras A,B of the same type
the kernel kerpfq :“ tpa, a1q P AˆA | fpaq “ fpa1qu of f is a congruence on A.
Also the equality relation ∆A :“ tpa, aq | a P Au and the complete relation
∇A :“ A ˆ A are congruences on A. Congruences are one of our main tools
to derive our results. For a wider background on congruences and universal
algebra see [7].
Definition 2.4. A semiring pR,`, ¨q is called simple if its only congruences are
∆R and ∇R.
For a complete lattice L “ pL,ďq and a, b P L define a mapping ea,b P RespLq
by
ea,b : LÑ L , x ÞÑ
#
0L if x ď a,
b otherwise.
The main result from [16] can be stated as follows:
Theorem 2.5. Let L be a finite lattice and pR,_, ˝q a subsemiring of
pRespLq,_, ˝q such that ea,b P R for every a, b P L. Then pR,_, ˝q is a proper
finite simple semiring with zero. Conversely, every proper finite simple semiring
pS,`, ¨q with |S| ą 2 and a zero is isomorphic to such a semiring.
For two monoids M and N we denote by HompM,Nq the set of all monoid
homomorphism from M to N and by EndpMq the set of all endomorphisms
of M. Let I be a finite index set and Mi commutative monoids for every i P I.
It is easy to see that the mapping
Ω :
ą
pi,jqPIˆI
HompMj ,Miq Ñ End
´ą
iPI
Mi
¯
, pfi,jq ÞÑ
´ÿ
jPI
fi,j
¯
iPI
with ´ÿ
jPI
fi,j
¯
iPI
`
pmjqjPI
˘
“
´ÿ
jPI
fi,jpmjq
¯
iPI
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for every pmjqjPI P
Ś
jPIMj is an isomorphism between the semirings´ ą
pi,jqPIˆI
HompMj ,Miq,`, ¨
¯
and
´
End
`ą
iPI
Mi
˘
,`, ˝
¯
,
where ` denotes in each case the pointwise sum, ˝ on Endp
Ś
iPIMiq the com-
position, and ¨ is defined on
Ś
pi,jqPIˆI HompMj ,Miq by pfi,jq ¨ pgi,jq “: phi,jq
with hi,j “
ř
kPI fi,k ˝ gk,j . In particular, it holds that`
MatIˆIpEndpMqq,`, ¨
˘
:“
´ ą
pi,jqPIˆI
EndpMq,`, ¨
¯
–
`
EndpMIq,`, ˝
˘
,
where MI :“
Ś
iPIM.
If L and K are finite lattices and f : L Ñ K is a mapping, then f is
residuated iff f is a monoid homomorphism between the monoids pL,_, 0Lq
and pK,_, 0Kq. Hence, we get`
MatIˆIpRespLqq,`, ¨
˘
–
`
RespLIq,_, ˝
˘
.
Therefore, a matrix M “ pmi,jq P MatIˆIpRespLqq is invertible iff the corre-
sponding residuated mapping
ϕM :“
`ł
jPI
mi,j
˘
iPI
P RespLIq
is invertible, which is equivalent to ϕM being bijective.
A mapping f : P Ñ Q between ordered sets pP,ďq and pQ,ďq is an (order)
isomorphism if f is surjective and it fulfills x ď y ô fpxq ď fpyq for all
x, y P P . Note that an order isomorphism is automatically injective. An order
isomorphism from pP,ďq to (P,ďq is called (order) automorphism. Note in the
following that the concepts of isomorphisms and automorphisms of lattices as
ordered sets and as algebras are equivalent (see [6]).
Lemma 2.6. Let L be a complete lattice and f P RespLq. Then f is an auto-
morphism of L iff f is bijective.
Proof. Let f be bijective. For x, y P L, the equivalence x ď y ô y “ x _ y ô
fpyq “ fpx_yq “ fpxq_fpyq ô fpxq ď fpyq holds, i.e., f is an automorphism.
The other direction is clear.
Corollary 2.7. Let L be a finite lattice, I a finite index set, and M “ pmi,jq P
MatIˆIpRespLqq. Then M is invertible iff the corresponding mapping ϕM P
RespLIq is an automorphism of LI .
Hence, we aim to give a characterization for when a mapping of the direct
product LI is an automorphism of LI . If L is a direct product
Ś
tPT Lt of
irreducible lattices Lt, t P T , for a finite index set T , our task is then to de-
termine when a mapping of the direct product p
Ś
tPT Ltq
I is an automorphism.
Consequently, it suffices to find a criterion for mappings of direct products of
irreducible lattices. We present such a criterion (Theorem 4.1) and we trans-
late it so that we can answer the question when a matrix in MatIˆIpRespLqq is
invertible (Corollary 4.2). In Section 4.4 we explain how our results apply to
subsemirings of pRespLq,_, ˝q, so that, by Proposition 2.2, they can be applied
to every finite additively idempotent semiring with zero and one.
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3 Direct decompositions
In this section we investigate maximal direct decompositions of lattices, on which
our criterion for matrix invertibility will crucially depend.
An algebra A “ pA,F q is called trivial if |A| “ 1, otherwise it is called
nontrivial. We call an algebraA irreducible if it is nontrivial and not isomorphic
to a direct product of two nontrivial algebras. Analogously, an ordered set
P “ pP,ďq is called trivial if |P | “ 1, otherwise it is called nontrivial. We
also call an ordered set P irreducible if it is nontrivial and not isomorphic to
a direct product of two nontrivial ordered sets. Clearly, the direct product of
lattices as ordered sets is the same as the direct product of lattices as algebras.
Consequently, a lattice is irreducible as an ordered set iff it is irreducible as an
algebra.
Definition 3.1. A subdirect decomposition of an algebra A is a family pΘtqtPT
of congruences of A with č
tPT
Θt “ ∆A .
We call a subdirect decomposition pΘtqtPT of A a direct decomposition of A if
the mapping
ι : AÑ
ą
tPT
A{Θt, a ÞÑ
`
rasΘt
˘
tPT
is surjective. Moreover, we call a direct decomposition pΘtqtPT of A maximal
if Θt ‰ ∇A for every t P T and if for every direct decomposition pΘsqsPS of A
with Θs ‰ ∇A for every s P S the inequality |S| ď |T | holds.
The mapping ι is for every algebra A and every subdirect decomposition
pΘtqtPT of A an injective homomorphism. Therefore, A is isomorphic to ιpAq.
If ι is even surjective, then A is isomorphic to the direct product
Ś
tPT A{Θt.
If Θt is non-total for a t P T , then the factor A{Θt is nontrivial.
Let Ai, i P I, be some nontrivial algebras of the same type and let A :“Ś
iPI Ai. For an element a P A, we denote by ai the i-th coordinate of a. Define
the congruence Φi :“ tpa, bq P A ˆ A | ai “ biu for every i P I. Then pΦiqiPI is
clearly a direct decomposition of A and Φi is non-total for every i P I. Thus for
a maximal direct decomposition pΘtqtPT of A, the inequality |T | ě |I| holds.
The next proposition is stated in [8].
Proposition 3.2. The representation of a connected ordered set as the direct
product of irreducible ordered sets is unique up to pairwise isomorphism of the
factors.
Since a lattice is a connected ordered set, we get the following.
Corollary 3.3. Let S and T be index sets, Lt an irreducible lattice for every
t P T , L :“
Ś
tPT Lt, and pΘsqsPS a maximal direct decomposition of L. Then
there exists a bijection σ : S Ñ T with L{Θs – Lσpsq.
For this reason, we may assume that if L is the direct product of the irre-
ducible lattices Lt, t P T , then a maximal direct decomposition of L is of the
form pΘtqtPT with L{Θt – Lt for all t P T .
In [6, Chapter 1.3, Theorem 13] the following result is proven.
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Theorem 3.4. Let L and K be lattices, let ΘL be a congruence on L, and let
ΘK be a congruence on K. Define the relation ΘL ˆΘK on LˆK by
pa, bqpΘL ˆΘKqpc, dq iff aΘLc and bΘKd .
Then ΘL ˆ ΘK is a congruence on L ˆK. Conversely, every congruence on
LˆK is of this form.
Note that ‘ΘLˆΘK ’ is a slight abuse of notation, since it is not identical to
the Cartesian product of the two sets ΘL and ΘK .
It further holds that
rasΘL ˆ rbsΘK “ tpc, dq P LˆK | aΘLc and bΘKdu “ rpa, bqspΘL ˆΘKq (1)
and so
L{ΘL ˆK{ΘK “ pLˆKq{pΘL ˆΘKq . (2)
The following result is a strengthening of Corollary 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a finite index set, Lt an irreducible lattice for every
t P T , L :“
Ś
tPT Lt, and pΘtqtPT a maximal direct decomposition of L. Then
there exists a permutation σ of T with Lt – Lσptq and
pxsqsPTΘσptqpysqsPT ô xt “ yt
for all pxsqsPT , pysqsPT P L and t P T .
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, we may assume that L{Θt – Lt holds for all t P T . We
fix t0 P T and define L
1 :“
Ś
tPT ztt0u
Lt. Thus, L “ Lt0 ˆ L
1. By Theorem 3.4,
there exist for every t P T congruences Θt0t P ConpLt0q, Θ
1
t P ConpL
1q with
Θt “ Θ
t0
t ˆ Θ
1
t. We will show that pΘ
t0
t qtPT is a direct decomposition of Lt0 .
Let px, x1q P
Ş
tPT Θ
t0
t . We have to show that x “ x
1 holds. Let y¯ P L1.
Thus, py¯, y¯q P
Ş
tPT Θ
1
t and consequently ppx, y¯q, px
1, y¯qq P
Ş
tPT Θt “ ∆L. So,
we have px, y¯q “ px1, y¯q and therefore x “ x1. Hence, pΘt0t qtPT is a subdirect
decomposition of Lt0 . Now let xt P Lt0 for every t P T . We will show that there
exists an element z P Lt0 with rzsΘ
t0
t “ rxtsΘ
t0
t for every t P T . Choose an
element pytqtPT ztt0u P L
1. For every s P T we will regard pxs, pytqtPT ztt0uq P L
as the element in L, where the t0-th coordinate is xs. Since pΘtqtPT is a direct
decomposition of L, there exists an element pxˆtqtPT P L with rpxˆtqtPT sΘs “
rpxs, pytqtPT ztt0uqsΘs for every s P T . By Equation (1), for every s P T ,
rxˆt0 sΘ
t0
s ˆ rpxˆtqtPT ztt0usΘ
1
s “ rpxˆtqtPT sΘs “ rpxs, pytqtPT ztt0uqsΘs
“ rxssΘ
t0
s ˆ rpytqtPT ztt0usΘ
1
s
holds and it follows that rxˆt0sΘ
t0
s “ rxssΘ
t0
s . Hence, xˆt0 is the desired element z
and it follows that pΘt0t qtPT is a direct decomposition of Lt0 . Consequently,
Lt0 –
Ś
tPT pLt0{Θ
t0
t q and since Lt0 is irreducible, there exists a unique t1 P T
with Lt0 – Lt0{Θ
t0
t1
. Thus, Θt0t1 “ ∆Lt0 . By this and Equation (2), it follows
that
Lt0 ˆ L
1{Θ1t1 – Lt0{Θ
t0
t1
ˆ L1{Θ1t1 “ pLt0 ˆ L
1q{pΘt0t1 ˆΘ
1
t1
q “ L{Θt1 – Lt1 .
Since Lt1 is irreducible and Lt0 nontrivial, we have Lt0 – Lt1 and |L
1{Θ1t1 | “ 1.
Hence, Θ1t1 “ ∇L1 . We derive pxtqtPTΘt1pytqtPT ô xt0 “ yt0 for all
pxtqtPT , pytqtPT P L.
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We have shown that there exists a mapping σ : T Ñ T with Lt – Lσptq
and pxsqsPTΘσptqpysqsPT ô xt “ yt for all pxsqsPT , pysqsPT P L. Indeed, with
the notation above we have t1 “ σpt0q. It remains to show that σ is in-
jective. Let t2, t3 P T with σpt2q “ σpt3q. There follows the equivalence
xt2 “ yt2 ô pxtqtPTΘσpt2qpytqtPT ô pxtqtPTΘσpt3qpytqtPT ô xt3 “ yt3 for all
pxtqtPT , pytqtPT P L and we find that t2 “ t3.
4 Invertible matrices
4.1 A criterion
The following theorem states a criterion for a mapping of a direct product of
irreducible lattices to be an automorphism. It is basically a consequence of
Lemma 3.5. We will see the corresponding result for matrices in Corollary 4.2.
Theorem 4.1. Let T be a finite index set, Lt an irreducible lattice for every
t P T , L :“
Ś
tPT Lt, and ϕ : L Ñ L a mapping. Then ϕ P AutpLq iff there
exists a permutation σ of T and isomorphisms ϕt : Lt Ñ Lσ´1ptq for every t P T
such that
ϕ “ pϕσptq ˝ πσptqqtPT ,
where πt is the t-th projection, i.e., ϕppxtqtPT q “ pϕσptqpxσptqqqtPT for all
pxtqtPT P L.
Proof. Let ϕ P AutpLq, ϕt :“ πt ˝ϕ for every t P T , and Θt :“ kerpϕ
tq for every
t P T . We will show that pΘtqtPT is a maximal direct decomposition of L. We
have
px, yq P
č
tPT
Θt ô @t P T : px, yq P Θt
ô @t P T : ϕtpxq “ ϕtpyq ô ϕpxq “ ϕpyq ô x “ y
for all x, y P L, i.e.,
Ş
tPT Θt “ ∆L. Therefore, pΘtqtPT is a subdirect decom-
position of L. Let yt P L for every t P T . We will show that there exists a
z P L with rzsΘt “ ry
tsΘt for every t P T . Let xt :“ ϕ
tpytq for every t P T ,
let x :“ pxtqtPT , and let z :“ ϕ
´1pxq. It follows that ϕtpzq “ xt “ ϕ
tpytq and
therefore that zΘty
t for every t P T . Hence, rzsΘt “ ry
tsΘt for every t P T and
pΘtqtPT is consequently a direct decomposition. Since ϕ is bijective, Θt ‰ ∇L
holds for every t P T . Because a maximal direct decomposition of L has exactly
|T | elements by Corollary 3.3, pΘtqtPT is a maximal direct decomposition.
By Lemma 3.5, there exists a permutation σ of T with Lt – Lσptq and
xΘty ô xσptq “ yσptq for every t P T and x, y P L. It follows that ϕ
tpxq “
ϕtpyq ô xΘty ô xσptq “ yσptq, i.e., ϕ
tpxq depends only on xσptq for every t P T .
With ϕσptq :“ ϕ
t ˝ ǫσptq, where ǫs : Ls Ñ L is the s-th canonical injection, it
follows that the given criterion is necessary.
The sufficiency of the criterion is trivial.
Let T, I be finite index sets, Lt an irreducible finite lattice for every t P T ,
and L :“
Ś
tPT Lt. Then L
I “
Ś
pt,iqPTˆI Lt,i, where Lt,i “ Lt for every
pt, iq P T ˆ I. With this notation we derive in the following the corresponding
result for invertible matrices. For a matrix A P MatIˆIpRespLqq, we will denote
the i-th row by Ai and we will regard Ai as mapping from L
I to L.
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Corollary 4.2. Let T, I be finite index sets, Lt an irreducible finite lattice
for every t P T , L :“
Ś
tPT Lt, and A “ pai,jq P MatIˆIpRespLqq. Then
A is invertible iff there exists a permutation σ of T ˆ I and an isomorphism
ϕt,i : Lt,i Ñ Lσ´1pt,iq for every pt, iq P T ˆ I such that
πt ˝Ai “ ϕσpt,iq ˝ πσpt,iq ,
where πt is the projection from L to Lt and πt,i the projection from L
I to Lt,i.
If A is invertible, then
ϕA “ pϕσpt,iq ˝ πσpt,iqqpt,iqPTˆI
is the corresponding mapping of A in RespLIq and ai,j is of the form ai,j “
pϕˆi,j,tqtPT with
ϕˆi,j,t “
#
ϕσpt,iq if Ds P T : σpt, iq “ ps, jq,
0¯Lt otherwise,
where 0¯Lt is the mapping that maps constantly to 0Lt .
In the special case where L is irreducible, we need not to consider the index
set T , since it has just one element. Then the equation in Corollary 4.2 is of the
form Ai “ ϕσpiq ˝πσpiq for every i P I, i.e., ai,σpiq is the only nonzero entry in the
i-th row and ai,σpiq “ ϕσpiq holds. We call a matrix a generalized permutation
matrix (or monomial matrix ) if each row and each column has exactly one
nonzero entry and this nonzero entry is invertible.
Corollary 4.3. Let L be a finite irreducible lattice, I a finite index set, and
A P MatIˆIpRespLqq. Then A is invertible iff A is a generalized permutation
matrix.
4.2 Number of invertible matrices
As another consequence of Theorem 4.1 we find the following.
Corollary 4.4. Let T be a finite index set, Lt, t P T , pairwise distinct irre-
ducible lattices, et P N for every t P T , and L :“
Ś
tPT L
et
t . Then
|AutpLq| “
ź
tPT
et! ¨ |AutpLtq|
et .
In particular, for a finite index set I we have
|AutpLIq| “
ź
tPT
pet ¨ |I|q! ¨ |AutpLtq|
et¨|I| ,
which is exactly the number of invertible matrices in MatIˆIpRespLqq.
4.3 The inverse matrix
The next proposition provides a construction for the inverse matrix of an in-
vertible matrix.
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Proposition 4.5. Let T, I be finite index sets, Lt an irreducible finite lattice
for every t P T , L :“
Ś
tPT Lt, let A “ pai,jq P MatIˆIpRespLqq be invertible,
and σ and ϕt,i for every pt, iq P T ˆ I as in Corollary 4.2. Then for the inverse
matrix B “ pbi,jq of A, the entry bi,j for i, j P I is of the form bi,j “ pϕˇi,j,tqtPT
with
ϕˇi,j,t “
#
ϕ´1t,i if Ds P T : σ
´1pt, iq “ ps, jq,
0¯Lt otherwise.
Proof. As stated before, ϕA “ pϕσpt,iq ˝ πσpt,iqqpt,iqPTˆI is the corresponding
mapping to A in RespLIq. The inverse of ϕA, i.e., the corresponding mapping
to the matrix B, is the mapping ϕB “ ϕ
´1
A “ pϕ
´1
t,i ˝πσ´1pt,iqqpt,iqPTˆI . It follows
that bi,j is of the form bi,j “ pϕˇi,j,tqtPT with ϕˇi,j,t as given in the proposition.
4.4 Invertible matrices over subsemirings of RespLq
Lemma 4.6. Let L be a finite lattice, pR,_, ˝q a subsemiring of pRespLq,_, ˝q,
and ϕ P R such that ϕ is invertible in pRespLq, ˝q. Then ϕ´1 P R.
Proof. Since ϕ is invertible and L is finite, we find that ϕ´1 P xϕy Ď R, where
xϕy is the span of ϕ with respect to ˝.
If pR,_, ˝q is a subsemiring of pRespLq,_, ˝q, then pMatIˆIpRq,`, ¨q is also
a subsemiring of pMatIˆIpRespLqq,`, ¨q. The next corollary states the corre-
sponding result.
Corollary 4.7. Let L be a finite lattice, pR,_, ˝q a subsemiring of
pRespLq,_, ˝q, I a finite index set, and A PMatIˆIpRq such that A is invertible
in MatIˆIpRespLqq. Then A
´1 PMatIˆIpRq.
This means that for matrices over a subsemiring of RespLq one can also apply
Corollary 4.2 to decide whether a matrix is invertible and Proposition 4.5 to
construct the inverse of an invertible matrix. Consequently, one can do this for
every finite additively idempotent semiring with zero and one by Proposition 2.2.
In particular, these results apply to every proper finite simple semiring with zero
by Theorem 2.5.
4.5 Remarks
In the following let pR,`, ¨q be a finite additively idempotent semiring with zero
and one. To apply Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5 for matrices over R, it is
necessary to represent the semiring as a semiring of residuated mappings of a
finite lattice L. Additionally, it is required to know the representation of the
lattice as a direct product L “
Ś
tPT Lt of irreducible lattices Lt and to repre-
sent every residuated mapping (semiring element) as a mapping of
Ś
tPT Lt.
For example, one can represent pR,`, ¨q as the subsemiring pT pRq,_, ˝q of
pRespRq,_, ˝q, where R “ pR,ďq (see Proposition 2.2). Also in this case, one
has to represent R as a direct product R “
Ś
tPT Rt of irreducible lattices Rt,
and one has to represent every mapping in T pRq as a mapping of
Ś
tPT Rt.
If the lattice L is irreducible, then we know by Corollary 4.3 that a matrix
is invertible iff it is a generalized permutation matrix. In this case, determining
whether a matrix is invertible as well as inverting is very easy. In particular,
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if the lattice R is irreducible, then a matrix is invertible iff it is a generalized
permutation matrix. Furthermore, the lattice R is irreducible iff the semigroup
pR,`q is irreducible. Hence, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8. Let pR,`q be irreducible and A P MatIˆIpRq. Then A is
invertible iff A is a generalized permutation matrix.
If L is given without the representation as a direct product of irreducible
lattices, then it may actually be involved to find such a representation. In par-
ticular, it can be hard to find such a representation for R. In the cryptographic
application described in [10] it may be sensible for the involved parties of the
protocol (Alice and Bob) to agree in the setup phase on a random finite simple
semiring by choosing randomly a finite lattice K and taking pRespKq,_, ˝q (or
a certain subsemiring pR,_, ˝q with ea,b P R for all a, b P K) as the semiring. If
one picks randomly a finite lattice, then the chosen lattice is likely to be irre-
ducible, and thus determining whether a matrix over this semiring is invertible
and computing the inverse of an invertible matrix gets again very easy, since all
invertible matrices are in this case generalized permutation matrices.
In order to prevent that deciding whether a matrix is invertible and comput-
ing the inverse become easy problems, a possible approach is that the parties
agree on several irreducible lattices and publish the direct product of these
lattices, without showing the representation of this lattice as a direct product.
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